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 Miss the harsh commercial ingredients and use character’s closet to keep the body healthy and gorgeous. In
this Storey Fundamentals® guidebook to holistic beauty, Rosemary Gladstar shares more than 30 simple
quality recipes for cleansers, moisturizers, and creams made up of essential oils and herbs. Make unique
shampoos for lustrous, fragrant locks and learn Gladstar’s amazing five-step program for glowing skin.Look
great, smell great, and feel great as you make your have homemade natural body maintenance systems.
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Just choose the Rosemary Gladstar's Herbal Quality recipes for Vibrant Just buy the Rosemary Gladstar's
Herbal Recipes for Vibrant. Natural beauty was copy right of this publication, the chapter on beauty.
Rosemarys cream is fantastic. This is a good book, but some of the recipes need a . Looking towards making
more.. this book with my own recipes and they are wonderful! Great in case you are beginning to make your
own lotions, shampoos, etc. Rosemarys cream is great. thanks My granddaughter and I have made many of
these recipes.. In addition,Rosemary Gladstar's Herbal Quality recipes for Vibrant cover a whole bunch of
other topics.thanks Good and Clear to see This book is good and easy to understand. It may take a while to
gather all of them, so it's not really a plug-and-play resource unless you have access to all you need close by.
to get started. . recycled info This is apparently a pocket reference of other published works and I was very
disappointed there didn't appear to be anything new or original.! In the event that you already have
Rosemary's Herbs for Beginners and Quality recipes for Vibrant Health you then already have the contents
of the book.I adore everything about Rosemary Gladstar and appreciate her style of communication. I was
really looking towards some new recipes, extended content and higher depth of herbal beauty understanding.
I feel violated. I am making many recipes from this reserve for my niece for Xmas.Should you have a young
daughter inside your home this would be a nice reference for her to use for slumber celebrations. Cute lil
book Love this little book! Has some really good recipes. Makes me excited to never buy store bought
cosmetics again! Really easy read if your buying for someone younger and getting into making cosmetics.
Or celebrations.. Only a nice little go to book for a good simple spa night time in! Would make a for a cute
present basket present idea! That one has many good recipes to try Rosemary's books are always informative
and helpful. I suggest getting this reserve. I really like it!! One lip balm recipe, two body scrubs, one salt the
various other brown sugars, you get the idea. This one offers many good recipes to try. Five Stars Amazing!
The formulas are basic and the ingredients easy to obtain. Most may already be on your own shelves at
home. Rosemary has very much wisdom to spread, and this book does so with everything you would expect
from such a respected herbalist. Thanks for keeping it simple Definitely worth it! Love it The recipes are
excellent! And the info is valuable. Don't pay a lot more than . Super easy and helpful. More like an
overview when compared to a full text. Essential for home beauty care This is a great book for those looking
to get away from the toxic care products pumped out by corporate product mills. book pleased with this
purchase. Recipes are easy and use affordable ingredients. Love the serum recipes. By no means buying
shampoo or toothpaste again. Explains the benefits of using particular ingredients, what they are good for,
and elements used aren't uncommon and hard to find. Simple and easy recipes, easy to follow.. This is an
excellent book, but some of the recipes require a large number of things that could be hard to source. Very
easy and helpful I've been making lotions for a while now along with many other points in this reserve with
my very own recipes and they are wonderful!50 dollar. Will need to have!! Even the responses and
introductions were too familiar.
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